Art 86: Clay Sculpture  
Instructor: Andrew Connelly

Exercise #2  
Cube  
**Objective:** In sketchbook using two-point perspective draw 20 cubes in space. Cubes will vary in size and placement.  
**Criteria:** All cubes are to be drawn in two-point perspective  
Alternate between one, two and three cubes per page  
Alternate between cubes being below the horizon line, on the horizon line and above the horizon line.  

All is to be done in your sketchbook using a ruler.  

Exercise to be presented with finished assignment

Exercise #3  
Figure  
**Objective:** Research correct proportional relationships for the human figure. Gather images and put in sketchbook and draw the human figure.  

**Criteria**  
Research can come from the Internet and printed and pasted in sketchbook  
Must have 3 Proportionate examples from Internet or other sources  
Must gather form any source 5 full figure photos to be pasted in book  
Must draw these images in sketchbook each occupying one page  

All is to be done in your sketchbook.  

Exercise to be presented with finished assignment